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No record, no salary, no problem
Low-doc home loans are
no longer confined to
specialist lenders.

By John Kavanagh

S
ince their introduction into the
Australian mortgage market in the
late i99os, low-doc mortgages have

gone from being a relatively rare product
offered only by specialist lenders to a
mainstream offering of banks, credit
ltnlons and non-bank lenders.

As with any competitive market, it
pays to check rates and features before
committing to a loan. Lenders offer low-
doc loans with loan-to-valuation ratios
(LVRs) ranging from 8o per cent to ioo
per cent. Some will lend to borrowers
with bad credit histories; others will not.

A low-doc, or low-documentation, loan
allows a borrower who has no records to
show proof of salary or company
earnings to certify on their own behalf.
They are useful for people who have

started a small business and do not have
adequate records or whose salary does
not reflect the earnings of the business

When these loans were introduced to
the local market they were limited in
appeal because they were expensive and
they offered low LVRs. But as a Cannex
survey published last week shows, there
is a lot more choice in the market today.

Cannex estimates that the low-doc
mortgage market is worth $38 billion
today and accounts for 16 per cent of the
home loan market. It reviewed 389 loans.
The most significant finding of the
survey was the wide variation in rates.

In the most common category, low-doc
loans available for borrowers with no
credit impairment, rates were as low as
7.1 per cent and as high as i 2.3 per cent.

The average interest rate for loans in
the category was about 8.5 per cent
compared to about 7.75 per cent for
comparable "full doc", or standard, loans.

Among the loans that were rated five
stars (the highest score awarded),
Citibank's Self Cert 8o Mortgage Plus had
a rate of 7.36 per cent, ANZ's Lo Doc So

has a rate of 7.57 per cent and a three
year fixed rate option of 7.69 per cent,
and Macquarie Bank's Select Classic had
a rate of 7.39 per cent.

As the table shows, some of the
institutions demand that the borrower
has been self-employed for a minimum
of 24 months and has a track record
while others have no minimum period.

The other interesting feature of the
survey was the growing number of
lenders that offer high LVR loans.

Because of the risk of dealing with the
borrowers who are unable to provide
conclusive proof of earnings, lenders
have tended to limit LVRs to So per cent.
But that is changing.

Cannex found a large number of
lenders offering 9o per cent and loo per
cent LVR low-doc loans. A few of them
were rated five stars. Only one roo per
cent LVR loan got the top rating:
Advantage Finance's Fee Eliminator.

The five star loans that offer up to 9o per
cent LVR were Austral Credit Union's Low
Doc Line of Credit and Morgan Brooks
Direct's Equity Plus Low Doc.

TOP 10 CANNEX FIVE STAR RATED LOW-DOC HOME LOANS
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State Custodians

Product Rate (%)*
............................. .......

Low-doc 80 250K-699K 7.57

Standard Variable Low-doc 8.07

SelfCert80MortPlus 7.36

Low-doc Loan 7.65

Standard FastDoc Low-doc 7.60

Ezy Low-doc Offset Option 7.19

Freedom HL Low-doc 7.44

Low-doc 80 Variable 7.50

Select Classic 7.39

Low-doc Standard Variable 7.50
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